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ABour1lHS BoOKLEr
White Pine Software, pioneers in Macintosh to VAX
communications, has developed this booklet to take some of
the mystery out of moving information between your Macintosh
and vAX computer systems.
The intent of this booklet is to illustrate some of the uses and
possibilities of file transfers. It touches upon the mC\ior topics
involved in transferring files between the Macintosh and VAX
If you are a communications engineer, or are
systems.
developing Macintosh communications software, you probably
won't find anything new here.
However, if transferring
information between the Macintosh and VAX is new to you, or if
you find it somewhat confusing, then you may benefit from this
booklet.
The need to transfer and share information between different
computer systems has brought about the development of many
useful tools designed specifically for that purpose. A familiarity
with computer communications concepts and the proper use of
these tools will help you work more productively, and will
enable you to take advantage of the capabilities unique to your
various computer systems. Although we do use White Pine
Software products in many of the examples, the concepts
illustrated here will also apply to other vendor software
packages, as well as other host and personal computer
systems.
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So your boss is letting you work at home today. You've got a
Macintosh, and you're just putting the finishing touches on the
ten page report he needs in a few days. The phone rings ... it's
your boss. There's been a change in schedule. He needs a
hard copy of the report immediately. He also wants you to
make it available to all the Macintosh and VAX users throughout
the company. On top of that, he wants you to distribute a VAX
mail message informing the department heads of the new
report. But your car's In the shop, and you have no way of
getting In to work. You don't even have access to a VAX
terminal. You're stuck... but you don't have to be.
With your Mac, a modem, and the appropriate file transfer
software, you could easily get yourself out of this mess. It's
easy to dial·in to your VAX with a terminal emulator to create
and mall a message to the department heads. While you're at
it, you can quickly upload your report, unaltered, to a v AX
based file storage application. Other Macintosh users can then
copy the file for use on their Macs. You can also convert the
file to a text format that the VAX users can read with their
editor. And the printed report... no problem. Now that there's
a VAX version of your report, just send it to the VAX printer.
finally, send your boss a VAX mail message telling him just
where to go ... (to get the report)l
This example illustrates some of the common uses for file
transfers between computers.
Recent developments in
telecommunications and network technology have brought
together computer systems from many manufacturers. In fact,
the average user no longer is tied to any single computer.
Users are beginning to take advantage of the strengths of a
particular system for one task while using different systems to
handle others.
Macintosh users can take some of the workload away from
larger VAX computers by processing files, creating graphics, or
working with spreadsheets, "'off·line", while the host Is free to
meet the demands of other users. Additionally, resources such
as high speed printers, plotters, and centralized storage, of the
VAX can also be utilized and shared by many Macintosh users.
A basic understanding of file transfer techniques will help to
open up the communications between your Macintosh and VAX
systems.
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'TERMIIYAL COMMUIYICATIOIVS

Most users of large co mputer systems inte ract with their
host computer with a specialized terminal designed to
communicate with that specific computer system. Th ese
terminals take input from the user, as it is typed on the
terminals keyboard, and the n transfer It to the host
computer. Output from the computer is displayed back to
the user on the terminals video display.
Years ago, VAX users had to have dedicated terminals to
connect to their VAX systems. These terminals, namely the
DEC VTI 00 and VT200 series, were specifically designed to
work directly with VAX systems. Macintosh owne rs who
need to access vAX compu ters no longer need to have a
dedicated DEC terminal.
'TERMIIYAL EMULATIOIV

A Macintosh with appropriate software can take the place
of (or emulate) a DEC VT series terminal.
A terminal
emulator is a program on a personal computer that sends
and receives information in the same way as the MreaiH
terminal. It simply pretends to be the terminal that the host
system Is expecting. The host computer doesn't know the
difference.

The major function of a terminal emulator Is to make the
personal computers keyboard and display function as closely
as possible to the terminal it is emulating.
Te rminal emulation software running on personal
compu ters, such as the Macintosh, has many advantages
over straight terminal to host connections. One of the biggest
advantages of emulation is that the Macintosh resources can
be used in addition to the specific terminal features.

Common emulator functions such as, storable connection
settings, review buffers, and file transfer capabilities, take
advantage of special Macintosh features.
In fact few software emulators limit themselves to only
the capabilities of the te rminal they are emulating. For
example, while White Pine Software's Mac220, Mac240, and
Mac241 products emulate the text and graphics modes of the
DEC VT220, VT240, and VT241 terminals, they also Include
capabilities unavailable on the terminal Itself. Automatic
d ialing and connection features allow users to customize their
communication e nvironments, and automatic logging with
review buffers lets them capture information displayed
during the terminal session. Perhaps the major advantage of
terminal emulation Is the fact that files can easily be
transferred between the Macintosh and the VAX. Also, host
systems usually have communications hardware, such as
dial-in phone lines and modems, already in place. This takes
advantage of the unique processing capabilities of the
Macintosh while freeing valuable CPU time on the VAX.
SEIVDIIVG/HECElVIIVG

Two important aspects associated with file transfers are
the concepts of sending and receiving files. Sending and
receiving are also often referred to as uploading and
downloading.
Sending, or uploading, is the process of
transferring information from your local
computer (a Macintosh) to a remote computer
(a VAX for example).
Receiving, or downloading, is the
reverse process ... information from
the remote system Is transferred
down to the local system.
Since
uploading
and
downloading
are
rather
ambiguous terms that can be
misunderstood, it's probably
best to think in terms of
sending
and
receiving
information between local and
remote systems.
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llosr BASED Flu STOilAGE
One Important aspect of file transfers is that the extensive
resources of host systems can be used to store and distribute
Information among many personal computer users. Host
based file transfer applications are programs which handle
the transfer, storage and retrieval of files sent between
computer systems. These programs act as centralized filing
cabinets for storing and maintaining the files of many users.
Programs of this type work by performing file transfers with
terminal emulators, and by providing the user with file
maintenance capabilities. White Pine's VMacS product is a
DEC VAX based file transfer and storage application. It runs
under the VMS operating system on the VAX, and allows
Macintosh users to store and share files in several formats In
standard VAX/VMS directories. With this program, Macintosh
users can store their files with various levels of protection or
access by other users.

One of the benefits of VAX based transfer applications Is
that stored Macintosh files can be periodically archived under
routine VMS backup procedures. By storing files In either
Macintosh or host VAX compatible formats, file transfer
applications enable users of both environments to access
much of the same information.
Host based file transfer applications should not be
confused with network based file servers, which operate
within Macintosh networks to store and maintain user files.
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EXAMPLES
'TERMIIYAL EMULATIOIY EXAMPU
Through terminal e mulation, we can access our host VAX
system from the Macintosh as if we were using an actual VT
series terminal. For this part of the example, we'll perform
the dial in connection from a home Macintosh to the VAX at
work, just as in the example under MFile Transfer ConceptN.
Host connections using most terminal emulators are fairly
simple once the communications parameters have been set.
These parameters govern how the Macintosh will handle its
side of the communications with the VAX. The dialog below
shows how Mac241 was set up for our example VAX
connection.
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0

0
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®

8
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For now, the values for these parameters are not
extremely Important. The NCommunlcations ParametersN
section found later in this booklet explains most of these in
detail.
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After the communications settings have been set up to
match those of the VAX, we simply use the dial menu to
initiate the connection.

•

File

Edit

Setup

::0

liD Comm

Function Keypods
Edit Numbers ..•
t-iodem Port

--

..

·------...-...

Compuserue
DECDirect

@

..
.....f:~:
_.~::

Noshuo

··!lil~l !JJ111

MERCURY
Modem Port
Tymnet @ Nashua
WPINEl

~
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Once the Macintosh to VAX connection has been made, we
can use the VAX as if we were using an actual VT series
terminaL To illustrate this, let's distribute a mail message on
the VAX via Macintosh terminal emulation.
File

Edit

Setup

Dial

Comm

Function

Keypads

fD
Mac241 '"'-Modem Port
""~·2·::!:~~~;·;;
li]~~~i~~~~~i~~~~[:::::E~~~~!r~~~~~~~·'~'"""""'
-'"·- ...,
~elcome

to MicroUMS U4 . 4

Username : SCOTT
~e l come to ~hite Pine's MicroUox
Last interactive login on Monday, 31-JUL-1gag 12 : 46

$
$ moi I

MAIL> send
To:
@Distribution
Subj :
company report
Enter your message below . Press CTRL/Z when complete, or CTRL/C to quit :.
I wil l be send i ng the latest vers i on of the company report to the fol l owong
d i rectory ... ~PINE :: ~ORK : ISCOTTI . I wi II upload two vers ions of the f i le
from my Macintosh as fol lows : REPORT_U , TXT< in text format for UMS us ers),
and REPORT-M.MACINTOSH <in MacBinaru for Macintos h users) .
Exit
·
MAIL> Exi t
$

1...-------------------·--.. . .. __, .._,.,,.
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The next set of the examples illustrates a few ways to
perform the previously m entioned transfers.
Since we
already have a connection to the VAX through our termi nal
emulator. ail that's necessary is to set up the way in which
the transfer will be handled by each system. The VMacS
application will be used h ere to h andle the VAX end of the
transfers while Mac241 h andles the Macintosh end.
One of the useful features available to users of White Pine's
terminal e mulators and VMacS is automatic file transfers.
With auto-transfer set up between the two applications, file
transfers can be performed quite easily. The only thing that
usually needs to be done is to c hoose t he file to transfer.
The receiving program will automatically adjust itself to store
the file In the appropriate format.
In this example we'll transfer the MacBinary version of our
company report automatically to the VAX. The Mac VT
series emulators have built In provisions for setting auto
transfers, as shown below.
,

Dial

Comm

Function

Keypads

:\~{~:O~i~sp~l~a~y~
...~....::l'~"~-JM~o~de~m~P~o~rt~~~~~~~~~~
General ...
Graphics .. .
TelctroniH ...
Keyboard ...
Printer ...
Tabs ...
Characters ...
Goodies ...
Auto Tran\ feL
Windows...

Autotransfer Setup
~ Autosend

~

Autoreceiue

Receiued files saued in directory:
1"11rd Disk:

Recall
Soue

Chonge Directory
When duplicat e filename:

Reset

® Reploce old

0
0

file

Creot e 11 new name
Ask for new nom e

Cancel
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The next step Is very simple, all we have to do Is be In
VMacS to receive the file while Initiating the transfer from
Mac241.
This Is accomplished by choosing the urile
Transfer... " option under Mac24ls "'File" menu, and selecting
the appropriate file from the dialog. From there, the transfer
is handled automatically.
Setup

Dial

Comm

Function

Keypads

Mac241'"- Modem Port
Loc::al -91

I~ Hard Disk I
u
Username:

u
Last
$
$
$

eHodus II'"
Mac220™ U3.0.2
Mac240™ U3.0.2
Mac241 ™ U3.0
Main Dictionary
qa Reggie"" 1.0
0 Release File Transfer Bo •••

<$i
<$i
<$i
<$i
[)

CJHard Disk

$
$ UMac::S

UMac::S Uer
By l.lhite
Eye Resea

ALL RIGHT
Using I lbl.!:::===~

UMac::S>

Mac241""
Sending file
as REPORT M
from Hard Disk:
File Size

29824

Characters Sent

2816

Error Count

0

Packet Count

22

Command Period (X.) To Cancel
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As seen below, VMacS automatically receives the file and
stores it in the correct format. VMacS automatically accepts
the file as MacBinary and adds the .MACINTOSH extension to
the filename. Special characters and spaces within the
Macintosh filename are also automatically replaced with the
underscore character.
N _

r

N

File

•

Edit

Setup

Diol

Comm

Function

Keypods

Moc241 'H - Modem Port

~0

.,.,, :-:•

UMacS>
Received Macintosh file : REPORT M
As UMS f i le : WORK : lSCOTTlREPORT-M.MACINTOSH ; l
UMacS> annotate report-m
Annotation File :
WORK : lSCOTTlREPORT-M.ANNOTATION
Annotation Method :
TYPE
Limit each I ine to about 60 c haracters
Erase individual characters with RUBOUT, lines with CTRL-U
Type CTRL-Z after the last I i ne .
Begin typing when you see the line number prompt .
1
2
3
UMocS>

This file Is stored in MocBinary formal for
Macintosh users ... Originally created In Microsof
EXIT
dir/onnotote

Annotated directory of Main Section
UMS Nome
REPORT-M

Macintosh Name
REPORT M

Type Creator
WDBN MSWD

Size
Lost Modified
29 31-JUL19B9 16 :33 :53

This file is stored in MacBinary formal for
Macintosh users ... Originally created in Mi crosoft Wor d
UMacS>

The screen shot above a lso illustrates the file a nnotation
feature of VMacS. This e nables the user to e nter descriptive
information about the file. The file description can then be
viewed by other users with the VMacS NDirectory/ AnnotatlonH
command. This. along with the various NDirectoryH qualifiers
is very usefull in keeping track of files transferred and stored
on the systems.
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While auto-transfers are simple to perform, sometimes
there may be a need to specify exactly how the transfer
should take place. The rest of this booklet helps to explain
how the communications for both systems are set up to
transfer files, but for now we'll just illustrate some of the
steps involved in specifying file transfer.

.JI'ft!l Edit

Setup

Dial

Comm

Function

Keypads

Mac241 ™- Modem Port

:!<'

UMac:S> set protocol xmodem
UMac:S> receive/text
...,..!--_ _ _ __,.
Using File Transfer Protocol:
Using Trai"'Sfer Method:
PI ease have your program begin

File Transfer
OKermit
OTeut

0

®HModem
Image

Sending file
as DEPORT U
from Hard Disk:
File Size
Characters Sent
Error Count
Packet Count

29824
8448

0
66

Commond Period (88.) To Cancel

Above are the steps for the VAX text version of the
Macintosh report.
The VMacS commands "set protocol
XMODEM" and "receive/text" were used to specify how the
MacBlnary file was transferred and converted to a v AX
compatible text format. The settings for the VAX were set
under VMacS first, and then Mac241 initiated the transfer.
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Once the file has been transferred, it can be accessed by
VAX users as a text file in the usual manner under VMS. For
example, it can be edited In the EDIT application on the VAX,
printed, or "Typed" to the display as shown here.

Rece ived Macintosh file : REPORT U
Rs UMS fil e: UORK: ISCOTTJREPORT_U .MAC INTOSH; 1
Converted to UMS File : UORK:ISCOTTJREPORT_U . TXT;
UMacS>
UMacS> e x it
$
$type reporl-v.lxt
Company Report: 1989
4th Quarterly Update
Overview :
On t he average, s ales for the communications product s di v is ion were up by 18 .5~
during this quarter. Field support divi s ion has experienced a 4.75~ growth
rate. Overhead a ccounted for 1 5~ of overall spending. Due t o incre

1Mi§9i''4i

$

Text files transferred between systems often lose much of
their formatting information. For the most part, line feeds,
tabbing, and paragraph spacing gets "messed up" because
the systems handle text formatting in differe nt ways. While
it is beyond the scope of this booklet to fully explore all of
the features of VMacS, it should b e noted that the "Table"
and "Skip" qualifiers u sed in VMacS transfe rs allow files to b e
transferred and converted in a way that retains some of th e
original tabbing and paragraph separation.

for another example of transferring between Mac & VAX
systems, let's transfer some information from a VAX 20/20
spreadsheet for use within Excel on the Macintosh. This can
b e very easily done unde r Multifinder by logging on to the
VAX with a te rminal e mulator to run 20/20, a nd
simultaneously running Microsoft Excel.
Once both applications are up and running, cells from
20/20 can easily be selected and copied under the emulator,
and pasted into Excel as illustrated on the n ext few pages.
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In the screen shot above, we have both Mac241 and Excel
running under Multlflnder. For this example, a budget
spreadsheet was created on the VAX under the 20/2 0
spreadsheet application. Through terminal emulation with
Mac241, it's a simple task to select lines of text from 20/20
and use the emulators copy functions to store the
information In the Macintosh Nclipboard".
The 20/20 spreadsheet information can now be
transferred directly to Microsoft Excel on the Macintosh. This
is done by clicking on the Excel application window to bring
it to the front. and then pasting the clipboard Into the
spreadsheet. as shown next.
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Doto

Options

Macro

Window

Even though copying sections from one spreadsheet to
another in this manner is fairly straightforward, It would
prove to be very time consuming for large spreadsheets.
Another problem with this method Is that It doesn't readily
transfer formulas and calculations from one application to the
other. If you only have a little Information to transfer, this
method Is probably the easiest to perform. In fact. this
technique can be used to transfer Information between many
Macintosh and VAX applications.

20/20 EXPOKJ' TO ExCEL ExAMPLE
An even better way to transfer the information is to
convert it to a format that Excel can use directly. This can
be accomplished by saving the file in MExceiM format from
20/ 20, and then performing a file transfer to the Macintosh.
After the file has been transferred. it can be opened and used
in Excel just as If it were created on the Macintosh.
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The first step is to save the 20/20 file on the VAX In an
Excel compatible format. Fortunately, 20/20 has provisions
for this type of save in its "Export" functions. This is
illustrated below in the following 20/20 menu selections.

aD
1

Mac241 TM

-

TSSnet™ Connection to MERCRY

Copy Modify Edit Format Range Default

!1.111 Print J.lindow Optic:!':,.

\

/STORAGE EXPORT : Mode I Data Text 6@11@11 Qu 1 t
/STORAGE EXPORT EXTERNAL: 1-2-3

\

JIIID

DIF Quit

\

/STORAGE EXPOOT EXL'El RAHGE: :i):l.\14

/STORAGE EXPORT EXCEL: Every th 1ng
. . . A...
8
l
2
3
4

5
E.
7
8
9
18
11
12
13
14
15

Jcn

Feb

Mer
Apr
May
Jun
Jul
Aug
Sep
Oct
Nov
Dec

Income
$2,218
$1.386
$1,298
$2, 187
$2,899
$1,823
$1,956
$2,811
$2, 119
$1,567
$1,643
$1,998

Rent
$658
$658
$658
$658
$658
$658
$658
$675
$675
$675
$675
$675

!IIlii

Uti I.
Mise Balance
$255
$512
$793
$262
$568 -$166
$246
$685 -$283
$248
$599
$698
$284
$213 $1,832
$218
$489
$474
$285
$345
$756
$224
$123
$989
$198
$452
$794
$212 $1,689 -$329
$225
-$146
$248
$537

,.

Yr Total $22,217 $7,925 $2,729 $6,334 $5,229

~iliiiiiq~~!!!
All that needs to be done now is to transfer the file from
the VAX to the Macintosh. This is similar to the previous
example, where we transferred files from the Macintosh to
the VAX. The process will be the same, only in reverse .
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If we exit to the VMS level from 20/20, and run VMacS, we
can set up the VAX side of the communications, and In itiate
the transfer.

:0

Moc241"'- TSSnet'" Connection to MERCRY

BUDGET .W28:3
BUDGETJMAC .XLS;2
LOGIH .COM;8
To ta I of 8 f i I es.
$
$ vmacs
UMacS Uerslon 2.8 Copyright (c) 1986, 1987
By White Pine Software and
Eye Research Insti lute of Retina Foundation
ALL RIGHTS RESERVED
USER $1 : I SCO TTLl
Us ing I ibrary :
UMacS> set protocol XMODEM
iUMacS> send/foreign budget-mac .xlsl
VMacS Is now ready to transfer the file to the Macintosh.
At this point, don't worry about the protocols and formats
used to set up the transfer. They're all explained in more
detail later In other parts of the booklet The following Dialog
boxes Illustrate the Macintosh end of the transfer through
Mac241.
File Tronsfer

® HModem

0 Kermit

®

0TeHt

lmoge

® Receiue

OSend

r=
0

Scrop
l) <I<1<1
0 Applicl
(.) tJtJtJ
[)

IJUdH(~1

l) ( (;(

Soue file
budgetfil

~

0 MocBinory

Moc241 '" - TSSnet'" Connection to MERCRY :;
Recelulng file
os budgetfile
in to Hord Dislc:
File Size
Chorocters Recelued 384
Error Count
0
Pocket Count

3

Commond Period (X.) To Cnncel

IJS(l M<

...,.

II
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While the previous example has helped to illustrate the
compatibility between the VAX 20/20 and Macintosh Excel
applications, many VAX applications don't have provisions for
saving flies in Macintosh compatible formats. For example,
although the information from a printable VAX/VMS report
file is spaced in column format. the individual data items
may not be properly aligned when transferred to a Macintosh
database or spreadsheet. The following example illustrates a
way of converting and transferring files with column
formatting, through a special VMacS feature known as a tabl e
transfer.
File Edit Setup Dial Comm Function Keypads
Mac24J'M - Modem Port

~0
$ TYPf eost.Jieport. tMt

cn"unicotions Diu
Quik~LIIH

TeleCOM
fttgoLAI-IU
ribtrlinlt
Coo. S~st..s Diu
DazSATILSR
taboTonk-XU
AX/DPM-5
ftX-6/Dunp
Cons. Prod. Diu

s~stus

)4

5
24

24

12
21

fxt-R-tord

14

25

14

Troos-Pac-11

))

)4

UD

5

1)

' Struicts Diu
fitld SttUOct

15

lnt./Cust. Tog 43

16
57

11
51

To transfer the file to the Macintosh, we convert the me to
a Macintosh compatible format using the "Import" command
under VMacS.
The "/Tabl e" qualifier causes VMacS to
change the column formatting to Macintosh compatible table
format. Multiple spaces or spaces followed by numbers are
replaced by tab characters. When sent with other transfer
methods that do not perform this conversion, the data may
not properly align in the cells of a spreadsheet. The file
transfer process is illustrated on the following page.
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The screen shot below illustrates the steps involved to
import and send the text file as a table.
.J Fil e Edit Setup Dial Comm Function

r

Keypads

~~~O~~~~~~~~~~M~a~c~2~4~1~'~H~-~M~o~d!e~m~Po~r~1~~~~~j~
$

$: vmacs
UMacS Uers i on 2. 0 Copyright <c > 1QS6, 1QS7
Sy ~h I t e PIne Software and
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Using Transfer Method :
MacBinory
Send ing f ile : ~OAK: ! SCOTT JCOST...REPORT . TXT; I
As MacIntosh f i I e : COST..REPORT . TXT

Since w e are using the auto-transfer feature of Mac241,
the file is automatically received and stored at the Macintosh
end. VMacS indicates that the process is complete when the
file has been successfully transferred to the Macintosh.
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The transferred file can now be accessed from
applications on the Macintosh. Most Macintosh spreadsheet
and database applications will accept table data in this
format. Here, we've opened the file under Microsoft Excel.
As you can see, the d ata In each column of the original VAX
application file has been placed In Individual cells of the
Macintosh Excel file. Other transfer methods would have
treated the data as long strings of text.
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With a little bit of editing, the file can be enhanced to take
advantage of the Maclntoshes graphic capabilities.
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Now that a few examples of the uses of file transfers have
been given, some basic computer communication concepts
should be explained. The next several pages will help to clarify
some of the terms and concepts that you may encounter when
talking about transferring Information between systems.

BITs
The most basic element associated with
computers (and computer communications) Is
the bit. A bit can be thought of as a switch or
flag that tells us something. Just as a flag on
a mailbox tells the postman that there Is mall
to be delivered, a bit is used to represent
useful information in the computer.

L

Malll'lag

Up - Mall to deliver
Down - No Mall to

deliver

Bits exist in two states ... ·orr· or "On'" ("'False· or "True",
"0" or • 1'"). Computers tum on and off bits to represent and
manipulate information.

l.,-....

1

'

Mouse Button Bit
0 = Button Up
1 = Button Down

One simple example of the usage of a bit is with the
Macintosh mouse button. The button has two states, up or
down (or off and on). When the button Is held down, a
corresponding bit is ·set• to the on position. Software
applications running on the Macintosh can check the status
of this bit, and act accordingly.
Bits which are "'off" are typically represented in the
computer as a ·o·, while bits which are "'on" are represented
by a u 1". A single bit, by itself, has limited uses because it
can only represent two states (0 or 1).
The power of computing really comes from the use of
sequences of bits rather than single bits. Sequences of bits
can be used to count numbers, store text, or manipulate any
information on the computer. These sequences of bits are
usually grouped together in units called bytes, packets, and
files. These terms are commonly used when talking about
file transfer.
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BJTES
A byte usually refers to a sequence of
eight bits. Bytes are the second smallest
unit of information typically manipulated
by computers.

I..___
o11 l1lo Ia l1lo__,
l1 I
Byte

While bits can represent two states (0 or 1), a byte can
represent information which is much more meaningful such
as a number, a character, a color, or virtually anything else
used by the computer.
Bytes are also used as a unit of measure for computer
memory. Usually people talk about having a computer with
512k, or 1Meg of memory, and double sided floppy disks
that hold BOOk, or hard disks with 40Meg. What they are
talking about is the number of bytes involved. The terms ... k"
and "Meg" are short for kilobyte and megabyte, where 1
kilobyte :: 1000 bytes, and 1 megabyte == 1000 kilobytes or
roughly 1,000,000 bytes.
The term roughly and the = symbol (which means approximately
equal to) are used here because In computer terminology, a kilobyte
actually represents I 024 bytes rather than 1000 bytes, and a megabyte
means 1 024 kilobytes rather than 1 000 kilobytes. This is due to the
way in which computers internally work with numbers in binary
(which Is discussed in the "Number Bases" appendix at the back of
this booklet). In most cases It's acceptable to think In terms of the
approximate values.

So when someone say's he is going to upload a lOOk file
from his Mac to the VAX, he is really saying that he Is going
to transfer about 100,000 bytes of information between the
two computers.
Most file transfers between computer systems involve the
sending or receiving of characters. Characters are the basic
elements of text files, and represent letters, numbers and
formatting information.
A character of text can be
represented by 7 or 8 bits (or 1 byte). In the case of 7 bit
characters, the extra bit can be used for simple error
checking during the transfers.

PAOmTS
In file transfers, bytes of information are grouped together
and transferred in larger units that are easier to work with.

FILE TRAlvSF£R
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The term Packet is commonly used to describe these
larger units. Packets consist of sequences of bytes which are
transferred as a single unit. Special bytes are added to the
start and end of each sequence. These extra bytes are
referred to as headers and trailers.
The head e r and trailer information often describes
characteristics of the data being transferred, and can contain
information that is needed during the transfer, such as
source and destination network addresses, routing
information , the type of data, sequence numbers, and
special error checking information.

Packet
(Neader + N·bytes + naller)

• &tirll~1ff4r£~tffi
A good analogy for packets can be found in a fictitious
NwidgetH company. If we had to send widgets (the data
bytes) to our retailers, we wouldn't just throw them into the
back of a truck and send them on their way. We'd put them
in cartons. cases. or some other larger packages that were
easier to move and keep track of. We'd also attach shipping
labels and other markings containing information such as
type and lot number of the widgets, and retailer destination
number. Time and effort could be saved by not labeling the
cases, but there is a risk that some of the shipment could be
lost or misplaced. The labeling helps us keep track of the
items sent and received. The header/trailer information of
packetlng works in a similar way.

All of the programs, documents, and folders on the
Macintosh, as well on the VAX are commonly referred to as
files. Files are just large sequences of bytes stored on disks.
In a file transfer between two computers, the bytes of a file
are sent from one computer and received by the other.
This can be done by just sending the bytes in sequence,
or by using the blocking and packetlng mechanisms of file
transfer protocols. The HFile Transfers# section will describe
this in more detail.
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ror the most part, when a file is transferred, it's
information is transparent to the computer systems involved
in the transfer. This is analogous to the mail system, where
the content of a letter or package is not important. The post
office will deliver the package regardless of the information it
contains, as long as it meets the size or weight restrictions,
has proper postage and addressing information. Text files
are an exception to this, in that formatting Information, such
as carriage returns and line feeds, can be added or deleted to
make the file compatible with format of the receiving system.

CoMMUJYICA7JOJYS 8t ColYlYECTIOIYS
There are several different ways to connect computers
together. This section briefly describes ways in which personal
computers, such as the Macintosh, can connect to, and
communicate with larger host computers like the VAX.

At the lower levels of computer communications, the bytes
of a file are transferred between systems in either of two
ways ... serially, or In parallel.
Serial

Parallel

Serial communication works in
the following way. The data is
broken down into Its component
bits. These bits are then
transferred, one at a time, In a
sequence or chain.

In parallel communications,
the bytes are transferred a byte
or two at a time verses a bit at a
time.
In general, serial paths are used for telecommunications
and networking, while parallel connections are primarily
used for internal bus communications and connections to
hardware devices such as disk drives and printers. The
Macintosh modem and printer ports send and receive data
serially, while the SCSI port, which usually connects external
disk drives to the Mac, sends and receives in parallel.
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Computers have two different ways of transmitting a series
of characters.
In synchronous communications, characters are sent
between the systems at precise Intervals. Synchronous
communications require that the Internal clocks of the two
computers (or modems) remain "In step" with each other.
The systems keep in "'sync" with each other by sending a
special signals during the transmission.
Synchronous Transmission
Y

Z

A

B

C

1

2

In asynchronous communications, the time interval
between the characters is not fixed. A person typing at a
terminal Is a good example of asynchronous
communications. In terminal communications, the user
doesn't enter characters at a uniform speed. So, the time
between two transmitted characters will not be the same
each time. Asynchronous transmissions often require the
use of special markers that signal the start and end of each
character (see ·start & Stop Bits"' later in this booklet for
more information).

COMMUIYICATIOIYS PAR11METERS

The software that enables your Macintosh to talk to VAX
systems needs to be told how to set up communications
between the two systems. Terminal emulators, and other
applications that transfer Information between systems often
have ·settings· or "Communications"' menus that allow users
to specify how communications are to be handled. This
section will cover the common communication parameters
used in programs of this type.

DATA BITS
The term data bits (also referred to as word length)
refers to the number of bits needed to send for each
character. The number of data bits can range from five to
eight, with most systems using seven or eight.
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As an example, the letter A Is represented on the
Macintosh by the number 65, or by the binary digits
0 100000 1. This character can be represented by 7 or 8
bits. Other characters, such as special control codes,
often require all 8 bits, so the number of data bits must be
set to 8 to properly transmit them. Most Macintosh to VAX
communications use 8 bits for this parameter.

STAKI' 8t STOP BITS
Asynchronous communications need to send special
(non-data) bits along with each character to mark the start
and end of the character. In order to have the receiving
system recognize the start of a character, a start bit is
Inserted before each character. Some systems may also
require a number of stop bits to be placed at the end of
each character for proper transmission. One stop bit Is
usually specified for Mac to VAX communications.
PARITY

Computers can check for communication errors by
setting the highest bit of each transmitted character a
certain way.
There are several different types of parity
specifications. In even parity the highest bit Is set or
cleared to make the total number of "'on· bits in the
character an even number.
Odd parity is just the
opposite, the parity bit is used to make the total number of
"on" bits an odd number. In mark parity and space parity,
the highest bit is always turned "on· or ·orr· respectively.
No parity simply means that no parity bits are generated.
Parity works in the following way... if two computers
are both set up with odd parity, and one computer is going
to send the 7 bit character A, Its bits are set as 0 1000001
(65 decimal or 41 hex). The sending computer counts the
total number of "on" bits in the character (2 in this case)
and sets the parity bit so that the total "on· bits is an odd
number. The transmitted byte now becomes 1 1000001.
The computer at the other end of the transmission
receives the byte, and seeing a set parity bit, knows that
the total number of on bits must be an odd number.
Since it is, the computer knows that the byte is good.
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Some file transfer protocols, such as XMODEM require
an 8 bit channel and cannot use the eighth bit for parity.
·No parity,. is commonly used during Mac to v AX
communications.

BAUD RATE
The speed at which computers communicate is often
referred to by the terms baud rate or data rate. Most
people think of baud rate as the number of bits per second
that can be transmitted between the systems. This,
however, is not always a correct definition of the term.
When digital information is transmitted over analog
lines, each second is divided into smaller time intervals.
Normally, devices transfer 1 bit of data per interval by
sending one type of signal to represent zeros, and another
type of signal to represent ones. More than one bit can be
transmitted during each time interval if more than two
different signals are used. A device that could send four
voltage levels during each interval, for example, could
represent the values 0, 1, 2, and 3 (or 00, 01, 10, and
11 ). This allows two bits to be transmitted in each
interval.
Signaling of this type are called a dibit
transmissions, and cause the number of bits per second to
be twice that of the specified baud rate. So, rather than
being the number of bits per second, baud rate actually
refers to the number of times that the signal can change
per second. Data rate is actually the correct term for the
number of bits per second. Unfortunately, baud rate is
very often used interchangeably with data rate because
they're usually equivalent.
Typical data rates are : 300, 1200, and 2400 for
telecommunications, and 4800, 9600, 19200, and 57600
for networks and direct lines.
The important thing to
remember is that both systems must communicate at the
same speed. If one system is sending and receiving at
1200 baud, it will be able to communicate with other
systems working at the same baud rate.
It will get
garbage instead of data if it tries to communicate with a
device transmitting at 9600 baud.
Another concept that is important during file transfers,
is characters per second. As a general rule of thumb, the
number of characters transmitted each second can be
calculated by dividing the data rate by 10.
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This works because most characters are 8 bits with a start
and stop bit at either end.
For example, a system
transmitting at a data rate of 9600 bits per second can
send approximately 960 characters each second.
DUI"LEX

Computing devices can send signals to each other over
the physical transmission medium In two ways. One way
is to have one system send its information over the line,
while the other waits for the first to stop before It
transmits. This is known as half duplex transmissions.
Information can move between the two systems In both
directions. but only one way at a time.

Full duplex communications e nable both
transmit their Information at the same time.
can move In both directions simultaneously.
transmissions avoid the delays involved with
the transmission direction to change.

systems to
Information
Full duplex
waiting for

A conce pt that Is sometimes co nfused with duplex Is
l ocal echo. On DEC vr series terminals. for exampl e, the
terminal can be set to Local Echo. or No Local Echo,
depending on whether or not the terminal should display
all characters It sends locally, or walt to display characters
as sent back by the host. This is useful In determining If
c haracters are being altered some how during
transmissions.
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When computers communicate, they follow a specific set
of rules that controls the exchange of information in an
orderly manner.
These rules are generally known as
protocols.
Protocols govern aspects of computer
communication such as who is sending, who is receiving,
when to start, when to stop, and how much information is
transferred at a given time.
For an example of a protocol, think of two people in a
conversation. Usually, when one person is speaking the
other is listening.
The listener,
from time to time,
acknowledges that he is receiving the information by nodding
or saying •yes, go on..... or by using other subtle signals.
The speaker also signals he is done by lowering his voice, or
prompting the listener.
Since eye contact and body
movements are used so much, human communication is
often far more complicated than computer protocols. People
usually don't think of It, but they are following protocols
when they talk with each other.
Often, protocols used in computer networks are •tayeredn
to allow devices to handle the specific Implementation of
protocol software In their own way.
The aspects of
communication are broken down into functional layers. each
layer is responsible for handling the data at a certain level.
For example, lower levels are responsible for handling data at
the bit level and Interfacing with the communications
hardware, while upper levels handle the data In larger units,
such as blocks, packets, records and files.
In general, the file transfer protocols used in asynchronous
communications are fairly simple, and are not usually broken
down into functional layers.
DIBECI' COIYIYECI'IOIYS

The most straightforward way to get two systems to
communicate with each other is through direct connections.
This type of connection Involves some sort of specialized
cable that plugs directly Into ports on both systems. Direct
connections are simple if the computers are both the same
model, or at least made by the same manufacturer,
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while connections of this type are often
more difficult between computers from
various vendors and with different
architectures.
This often requires
special devices and adaptors to
overcome the differences between the
systems. Fortunately, the adaptors and
cabling needed to connect most popular
computers to each other is available
through most data communications
cable suppliers.
Direct connections often support the fastest physical
transmission characteristics for transferring information
between computers. This is due to the fact that there are
usually fewer conversions and intermediate devices involved
in the transfer.
While direct connections offer speed advantages, they also
have the disadvantage of having less flexibility. If a company
has hundreds or thousands of computer users, it wlll also
need hundreds or thousands of lines running through the
ceilings and floors of the building if direct connections need
to be used. This type of configuration Is often difficult to
manage and adapt to changing system requirements.
Another disadvantage of direct connections is that the
communications speed must be decreased as the length of
the cable increases unless special hardware, such as shorthaul modems, are used.
Direct Macintosh to VAX
Connection
Macinosb SE
(Rear VIew)

RS-232

Port

The Macintosh printer or modem ports, for example, can
be connected directly to the VAX RS-232 ports with
appropriate cabling. At the back of this booklet, the "Pinouts•
appendix has more information on these ports.
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Another way to tie Macintoshes to VAX systems is through
communication networks. Networking e liminates many of
the flexibility and maintenance problems of direct cabling,
and allows m any systems to be interconnected with fewer
lines.
Network
Communications

Computer networks, (most commonly
Local Area Networks or LANs) can h ave
many configurations of both hardware and
software.
There are numerous type of
cabling, or transmission media, used for
networking purposes . Many LANs utilize
the existing t e lephone cabling within a
company, or use various forms of twisted
pair wire, coaxial cable, or fiber optics to
interconnect the systems. Depending on
the network design, the connections can go
from computer to computer, as in NrlngH
networks, or can exist as a single shared
medium In NbusH networks. These are just
two of the many possible network
configurations.
The important thing to remember is that most networks
are set up to give each computer (called Nodes) the ability to
communicate with every other
node on the network.
Macintosh network communications products from Ailsa
Systems enable White Pine's Mac220, Mac240, and Mac241
emulators to have direct access to DECnet environments.
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When computers communicate over a network, they
follow specific network protocols which determine how
information will be packaged, sent, and received. There are
several networks and corresponding protocols that are
currently popular for connecting Macintoshes to each other,
and to VAX systems.
The most popular include the
LocalTalk and Ethernet network configurations using
AppleTalk, Df'.Cnet, TCP/IP protocols.
Since a detailed
discussion of networking lies outside the scope of a booklet
on file transfers, we've included networking vendors in the
"f'or more Information· appendix at the back of this booklet.
You can also check the computer section of your local
bookstore for more information on networking.
DIAVUPCOMMUJYIC'ATIOIYS • MODEMS
Telecommunications between computer systems Involves
using the existing telephone networks as the communication
media. In our example under uf'ile Transfer Concept", the
user accessed a VAX from his Macintosh at home. This was
accomplished by what's called a dial-up connection. The
Macintosh used a modem and telephone connection to
connect with the VAX.

Since telephone lines were designed to carry voice signals
and not the digital information (O's and 1's) used by
computers, special devices are needed to convert the digital
computer signals from one computer into a form that can be
transmitted over the phone lines. Modems are devices that
do just that. A modem works by altering a phone signal so
that it reflects the digital information of the computer. If two
computers are equipped with modems, they can
communicate over regular telephone lines as if they were
directly connected together. The modems handle the task of
converting the digital information to analog and back again.
The word modem comes from the terms Jll.211ulate and
A modem modulates (changes) a carrier
frequency In a way that reflects the digital data to send
information, and demodulates the modified carrier frequency
to receive and convert the data back to Its original digital
form.

~adulate.
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When computers communicate over
phone lines, the computers internal parallel
data Is converted to serial for phone line
transmissions and back again at the receiving
end.

Modem

Modem devices available to the Macintosh
include modems that plug into the modem port to
tie you're Mac directly to the phone lines. Network
based modems, that enable any Mac on the
network to connect to an outside line, are also
available.
Another aspect of modem communications is
compatibility. Modems that send and receive their """--'......__.....
information in the same way are said to be
compatible. A standard that has emerged to be very
popular is •Hayes". If you have a modem that is
"Hayes" compatible, then you are generally ensured
of compatibility, since most communication software
supports "Hayes• compatible modems.
Col'I!YECI'IOIY CoMBIIYATIOIYS

The connection methods, just discussed, can also be used
in combinations to connect Macintoshes to VAX systems. For
example, a Mac can connect through a local Macintosh
network to a network based modem, and then over the
phone lines to a VAX host system with a modem. Network
connections often use special bridge devices that enable
transmissions to cross between different networks. Data
transmitted over connections of this type can even involve
transmissions over several types of media, such as coaxial
cable, fiber optics, or telephone lines.

Files can be transferred between two computers In two ways.
They can be moved by using either stream transfers, or
protocol transfers. The pages that follow describe some of the
common ways in which these are handled.
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One way of transferring a file from one computer to
another is to send the characters in a stream. That is, one
character is sent after another in sequence. To the receiving
computer, the characters of the file appear just as if someone
were typing them in. Stream transfers are fairly fast, since
there Is a minimum of extra information sent along with the
characters. However, a drawback of stream transfers is that
there are usually no, or few, provisions for error checking or
recovery. Stream transfers also usually have no provisions
for converting between the formats of each system. This can
result in characters (or sequences) being misinterpreted or
lost by the host.

A more reliable way to send files between systems is by
using file transfer protocols. Protocol transfers Involve error
checking and recovery procedures as well as other
information (for example, file name, size, and type}, which is
useful for the transfer. Protocol transfers are, for the most
part, slower than stream transfers because of this extra
informatlop and error checking, but are frequently used
because they offer protection against loss of data during the
transfer. With all protocols, If the sender and receiver both
have the same protocol software, they can successfully
transfer Information, because they are both •speaking the
same language·. They are following the same set of rules
that are defined by the transfer protocol.

XMODEM
Perhaps the most popular file transfer protocol is
XMODEM. It was developed in 1977 by Ward Christensen
for exchange between CP/M systems.
This protocol has evolved and been standardized to
allow file transfers between a wide variety of computer
systems. XMODEM is a simple protocol that is suited to
transfers of binary files. It transfers data in fixed blocks of
128 characters at a time. XMODEM is also an eight bit
protocol, meaning that it sends characters that consist of
eight bits.
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Most dial-up or direct connections should be fine with
XMODEM, but problems may occur with systems that use
special 8 bit control characters to manage
communications. Terminal switching or network devices
may have problems If they restrict data to 7 bits, or
require 8 bit software flow control. XMODEM requires a
transparent 8 bit line. If software flow control cannot be
turned off, there will be problems during the transfer. If
transfers consistently stop after a certain number of
packets, this usually indicates that software flow control is
active and should be disabled. XMODEM has several
extensions that make it faster and more reliable. Newer
protocols such as YMODEM and ZMODEM have also been
based on the XMODEM protocol.
KERMIT

Kermit is another popular file transfer protocol, and was
developed in 1981 at Columbia University. Kermit was
designed to overcome some of the limitations of XMODEM
to provide a more reliable environment for file transfers.

Kermit may be used over any communications medium
between computers since It transfers characters that are
seven bits in length. The use of seven bit characters
allows files to be transferred without conflict or
interception by communications equipment.
Look In the "For More Information· appendix for details on where to
get more Information on the XMODBM or Kennlt file transfer
protocols.

FILE FORMATS
Files can be transferred between Macintosh and VAX
systems in several different file formats. The format that is
used is dependent on what the files eventual end use will be.
For example, files moved to the VAX for storage only, should
be stored unchanged so that they can be downloaded back to
the Macintosh in their original form. Conversely, if files
moved to the VAX are going to be used by VAX users, then
they should be converted from the Macintosh format to one
that is usable on the VAX.
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Most computers have a file format that supports the
storage of textual information, such as the words in this
booklet. A text file is actually made up of bytes. These
bytes represent the characters of the text.
Several
standards for representing characters on computer
systems have been adopted. The most popular standard
Is known as ASCII (American Standard Code for
Information Interchange). Both the Macintosh and VAX
computers work with ASCII character sets, and have also
use extensions to represent special characters.
In addition to letters, numbers, and other visible
characters, text files also usually includes special bytes
(control characters) within the text to specify formatting.
The embedded characters are not visible in the text, but
are used to mark carriage returns, page breaks, italics,
and other format related information. Some formatting
controls, such as end of line markers, are handled
differently on various systems.
When a text file is
transferred from the Macintosh to another system, some of
the formatting must be changed to be compatible with the
new system. For example, White Pine's VT200 Series
emulators add a line feed character to each carriage
return. The receiving system can then either keep both
the carriage return and line feed characters, or remove
either one as needed to mark new lines.

Files that contain non-textual Information, such as
graphics, or data files, are stored and transferred between
systems in a different format. Files in this format are
called image files, or on some systems binary files.
Whereas the content of text files can be modified to adapt
to the formatting rules on each system, image files must
be transferred with no changes at all.

MAc8nYARY
Files on the Macintosh are more complex than those on
most other systems. Most Macintosh files are made up of
three distinct parts: the file header, the resource fork, and
the data fork.
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The purpose of the file header is to describe the
structure of the file. It contains information such as the
file name, file type, size, creator, and the date of the last
modification.
The resource fork contains other information associated
with the file. For data files, such as MacPaint graphics, or
MacWrite files, the resource fork contains information
need by the application.
In Macintosh applications
themselves, the resource fork is used to hold the program
code.
The data fork usually contains the main body of
information in a data file. For example, the text of a word
processor document is probably stored in the data fork.
In most cases, the separate parts of a Macintosh file are
transparent to the user. He just double clicks on a
document or application to view a file or run a program. If
a Macintosh file were to be transferred for use on a host
system, most of the Information in the file header and
resource fork would be meaningless to the receiving
system. Files that have been transferred for storage only
need to retain that information to be useful on other
Macintosh~s.

The MacBinary format has
been developed to easily move
Macintosh files to other systems
for storage. MacBinary format
combines the three components
of a Macintosh file into one single
file. The MacBinary file can then
be transferred, and stored, on
another system that supports
simpler file types. Later, the file
can be transferred back to a
Macintosh, where it can be
separated
into
it's
subcomponents, and used as usual.

MacBinary

File

COlYJIERSIOIYS

Since most Macintosh files are made up of several distinct
parts, a Macintosh file may undergo some modifications
when transferred to another system. For example, a text file
transfer involves only the data fork of a Macintosh file, with
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certain modifications to control character formatting. An
image file also transfers only the data fork, but the contents
remain unchanged during the transfer. Since these formats
do not contain all three components of Macintosh
applications or data, MacBinary is used if the flies need to be
reused again on a Macintosh.
Most Macintosh terminal emulators, as well as host
transfer programs, have provisions for transferring files in
any of the formats just described.
When a file is transferred from one system to another, the
information may not always be readily usable on the
receiving system. If a MacWrite file is uploaded from the
Mac to the VAX in MacBinary format, for example, it will be
unusable as a text file in the VAX EDT editor. Since most
terminal emulators and host based flle transfer applications
provide ways of transferring in each format, it is usually only
necessary to choose the appropriate format for the file
transfer. If a flle is going to be stored on the vAX for access
by other Mac users, then MacBinary should be used as the
format for uploading and downloading.
When a file is
transferred from the Mac, to be used as a text file on the
VAX, (or the other way around) then text format should be
used. In a text transfer, the data fork of the Mac file is sent
with changes to control characters, such as carriage returns
and line feeds, by the receiving system.
In an image
transfer, the data fork of the Mac flle is sent with no changes
to its content.
Some forms of data, such as graphics, do not necessarily
transfer correctly with any of these methods. There are
many programs available that perform the format
conversions required to make the transferred information
useful on the receiving system. for example, "'Reggie'" from
White Pine, Is a Macintosh application that performs
conversions between bitmapped graphics created with
programs like MacPaint, or object oriented graphics such as
those created with MacDraw, and their corresponding VAX
flle formats: "'SIXEL"', and "ReGIS".

FILE TRAIYSFER
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SUMMARY
Ok, so now you're an expert on Mac to VAX flle transfers ...
well maybe not an expert, but at least now you know a little
more about what's going on behind some of those cryptic
communication parameter and protocol settings. If problems
do arise, you'll know what questions to ask and will be better
able to describe your situation.

This booklet has been developed to give you an
understanding of the most important aspects of Mac to VAX
communications. However, a book this size can't realistically
cover all situations and explain all of the concepts involved in
great detail. In fact we've only skimmed the surface on some
topics. Please re fer to the "For More Information• appendix, at
the end of the booklet for a listing of vendors and information
pertaining to Mac to VAX communications. Visit the computer
section of your local library or book store and pick up a text on
computer communications if you're really looking for details.
Also, talk with system managers and computer communications
people that you know ... they should be able to explain the
specifics of your particular systems. If you still have difficulty
with Mac to VAX file transfers, give us a call. Chances are, we'll
be able to point you in the right direction and help you get the
most from your Macintosh and VAX systems.
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.AITENDIX A: NUMBER BASES
People and computers process information in different ways. The
human brain is capable of dealing with concepts that are vague or
imprecise, while the computer can only handle information that is
exactly defined. Because of this, the numbers that we use every day
are also represented and used differently by computers.
You probably will not need to deal with binary or hexadecimal
numbering when making most Mac to VAX file transfers, but since
computers process all information (text, graphics, spreadsheets etc.) as
numbers, an underlying understanding of how this works should be
beneficial.
DEOMAL

We use the digits 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 to represent
numbers, that is, our numbering system is based on ten symbols.
So when we count, we use the sequence 0, 1, 2, ... 8, 9, and
when we run out of symbols we mark that we have counted
through the set by using two digits to make 1 0, and then start
over with 11, 12, .•• 19, 20 and so on. When we see a number
like 38 we know that it represents 3 sets of tens and 8. This way
of counting is easy for people, but difficult for computers whose
internal memory and processing only works in the two states ·off..
and ·on ...
BINARY

Computers internally work with bits, which can only represent
the two numbers 0 and 1. These two digits are used to make up
all numbers in binary. Just as decimal numbers go through the
set of 0 .. 9 then start over with 10, 11. .. binary numbers go
through the set 0, 1 then start over with 10, 11. This process
continues to represent all binary numbers. To illustrate this, we'll
count to 15 in binary (decimal in normal type with binary In
bold) ... 0=0, 1=1, 2=10, 3=11, 4=100, 5::::101, 6=110, 7=111,
8=1000, 9=1001, 10=1010, 11=1011, 12=1100, 13=1101,
14=1110, 15=1111.
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In actual use,
large binary numbers, such as
1101011101001101, can be difficult to work with. Since memory
chips and other computer components can only manipulate
simple off-on elements, binary is the most efficient way for
computers to store and manipulate information. If someone were
to invent computer memory and processing elements that could
easily process 10 different values instead of two, then computers
could work directly in decimal.
IIExADEOMAL

Since working directly with binary numbers such as
10 1110 100 11 10 1 10 and 1 110 1000 1110 10 1 1 is somewhat
awkward for people, a simpler way to represent binary numbers
has been developed.
This simpler representation is called
hexadecimal.
It works in the following way. If you take a binary number,
such as 1100010011110110, and break it into sections of 4 bits,
you get 1100, 0100, 1111, and 0110. This means that our
example binary number can now be represented by the numbers
12, 4, 15, and 6, instead of 1100, 0100, 1111, and 0110. The
only problem with using 0 through 15 is that we need to separate
each number to avoid confusion. If we strung the numbers
together, 124156, could be interpreted several different ways.
Hexadecimal gives us a simple solution. Instead of the numbers
10, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15, we use the letters A, B, C, D, E, and F
to represent the 4 binary digits. So now, our example number is
represented by the hexadecimal number C4F6.
It takes a little getting used to, but once you get the hang of it,
working with the various numbering systems becomes easy.
Remember people tend to think in decimal (base 10), while
computers "think" in binary (base 2). Hexadecimal (base 16)
makes binary easier for people to work with. Keep in mind that
the content of the data never actually changes ... just the way we
look at it.
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The chart below shows a list of numbers In each of the bases.
Decimal Is based on powers of 10, and uses the symbols 0, I, 2, 3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 to represent numbers. Binary is based on powers of
2, and uses only the symbols 0, and I to represent numbers.
Hexadecimal is based on powers of 16 and uses the symbols 0, I, 2, 3,
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, A, B, C, D, E, and F to represent numbers.

Decimal

Binary

Hex

Decimal

Binary

Hex

0

0
1
10
11
100
101
110

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

41
42
4.'5

29
2A

so

101001
101010
101011
101100
101101
101110
101111
110000
110001
110010

127
128

1111111
10000000

80

255

256

11111111
100000000

100

511
512

111111111
1000000000

200

1023
1024

111111111
1000000000

3"
400

4095

111111111111
1000000000000

1000

1111111111111111
10000000000000000

10000

I

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28

Ill

30
31
32
33
34
35
J6
37
38
39

1000
1001
1010
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
10000
10001
10010
10011
10100
10101
10110
10111
11000
11001
11010
11011
11100
11101
11110
11111
100000
100001
100010
100011
100100
100101
100110
100111

10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
1A
18
1C
10
1e

40

101000

28

29

44

45

46
47

48
49

28
2C
2D
2e
2~

30
31
32

A

8

c

D

e

7~

~

~f

1"

1~

20
21
22
23
24

4096

~~f

25

26
27

65535
655:56

~~~~

/i.l

AlmlmlX B: Pmours
DTE/DCE
A few concepts that are often misunderstood in serial
interfacing between computers are Data Terminal Equipment
(DTE) and Data Communications Equipment (DCE). ror the most
part, computer serial ports, terminals and serial printers are DTE
devices, while modems are DTE devices. Most of the problems
encountered with new connections have to do with using the
wrong cabling or connectors. The biggest difference between the
devices Is In their connector pin assignments. DTE devices are
intended to talk to DCE devices as shown below. The connections
between DTE and DCE devices are called •etA extension cables·,
and allow straight through pin-for-pin wiring between devices.

EIA
Extension
cable

The connections between DTE and DCE devices are called "EIA
extension cables"', and allow straight through pin-for-pin wiring
between devices.
The problem with most direct terminal to computer (or
computer to computer) connections is that both are usually DTE
devices. DTE to DTE connections require a special cable that
properly interconnects the signal lines. This type of cable is
referred to as a "'Null Modem cable" or "Crossover cable"' because
it crosses the data lines so that send data at one end becomes
receive data at the other end.

The rest of this appendix gives connection information for the
communications ports found at the back of Macintosh computers.
The information given here should be used only as a guideline... please refer to
Macintosh and VAX technical manuals for offidal technical information regarding
connections to these ports. White Pine Software is not responsible for the accuracy
of this information, or for any damage due to improperly connected equipment.
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DB-9 Connector

Mini-8 Connector

Modem & Printer Forts
Fln-4 TDX+
(lrnnsmlt data + )
l'ln· STXD·
(Transmit data - )

Modem & Printer Forts
l'ln-7 Gl'l
(General Purpose Input)

Fln-3 GND
(Ground)

Fln - 1 GND
(Gr ound)

l'ln-8 RXD+
(Receive data + )

l'ln·7 HSK
(Handshake)

l'ln·4 Gr!D
(SIIJnal Gr ound)

Fin· 21!SKi
(tlandshake In/extemal clock)
l'ln- 1 HSKo
(Handshake out)

to

Apple Modem
(DB-9)

Line Descriptions
- - - - - - - - G r o und
:=: :: ::========---Power

-----'~~ Receive

Data Unes

- - - - -Request to Send
- - - -- - Clear to Send
- - ---Data Set Ready

- - - - !Data carrier Detect
- ---Data Terminal Ready

Alftm>IX C: Fox MoRE IIvroRMAnoiY
This appendix gives details on obtaining additional Information about
topics related to file transfer. We've tried to include a broad range of
sources for Macintosh to DEC VAX communications information, but
this section Is by no means conclusive. It's probably best to talk to the
communications people of your organization for details to getting
additional information about any of the concepts discussed in this
booklet.
RELATED DOOJMEIYTATIOIY

Visit the computer section of your local library or book store for
more information on computer communications. Introductory
computer science and most books on computer networking
usually contain detailed discussions of most of the ideas and
concepts given here. Trade journals and magazines are also a
good place to pick up Information on file transfers. A few of the
more popular ones we know of are listed below.
Mac world
Subscriber Services,
P.O. Box 54529
Boulder, CO 80322-4529
800/64 2--9606

Digital News
P.O. Box 3
Winchester, MA

Mac user
P.O. Box 56986
Boulder, CO 80321 ~6986
(303) 44 7~9330

DEC Professional
P.O. Box 503
Spring House, PA
19477-0503

01890~9960

(617) 729-4200

Most major computer bulletin board systems (BBSs) also have
helpful text files available for downloading, and many even have
hotline areas, where BBS users can talk to communications
experts, and message centers where information on
communications hardware/software is posted. BBSs also usually
contain lists of other BBSs in the local area. Local computer users
groups or magazines also usually have BBS lists and information.
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Below Is a list of some of popular network protocol software
currently available for the Macintosh.
DECNET
TSSnet
Ailsa Systems, Inc
221 E. Walnut, Ste 175
Pasadena, CA 911 0 1
(818) 792-9474

Community-Mac
Technology Concepts,Inc
40 Tall Pine Dr.
Sudbury, MA 01776
(508) 443-7311 x221
800-777-2323 x221

TCP/IP
1l:Porttl1ost4ccess
Kinetics, Inc
2540 Camino Diablo
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
(415) 947-0998
Mac?l:P
Apple Computer, Inc
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
(408) 996-1010

ADSP (AppleTalk Data Stream Protocol (see Apple Computer
above for ADSP and AppleTalk Information))

XMODEM is a public domain program, and as such, is
available, along with information and source code, on most
computer bulletin board systems.

The Kermit protocol, source code, and Information can be
obtained by contacting:

Kermit Distribution
Columbia University
Center for Computing Activities
612 West I 15th St.
New York, NY 10025

The manuals that came with your Macintosh are probably the
best source of technical information about your system. However,
if you need further information on Apple Macintosh computers and
software products, contact your local Apple dealer.

FILE TRAIYSFER
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DEC has extensive documentation sets for its VAX systems, as well
as networking and communications information. You should
probably talk with your local VAX system manager if you have
questions about your particular system. They should b e able to
show you the appropriate VAX manual to look through. You can
probably also write to Digital Press for information on re lated
texts, at the following address. (Digital Press, Digital Equipment
Corporation, 12 Crosby Drive Bedford, MA 0 17 30 1-800-343-832 1)
WIIITE Plf'iE 5ofl'WARE, lf'iC

For more information on Nac to VAX connectivity, or any of our
products listed below, please feel free to contact us.
TERMII'IAL EMULATI0/'1

Mac220
Mac240
Mac241

- Text DEC VT220 terminal emulation
- Text/ Graphics DEC VT240 terminal emulation
-Text/Graphics/Color DEC VT241 terminal emulation.

HOST BIISED FILl!. TRA/'ISFI!.R

Vl'facS

- VAX application for transfer and storage of Macintosh
flies on DEC VAX systems.

GRAPHICS COIYVERSIOff

Reggie

- Macintosh applicallon for converting Mac graphics to
DEC ReGIS 8t SIXEL formats.

X Jf/1/'IDOW SYSTI!.M

eXodus

- Enables the Macintosh to function as a Display Server for
any host system supporllng MITs X Window System (A
network based graphics 8t windowing system).

WHITE PINE SOFTWARE, INC
94 Route lOlA, P.O. Box 1108
Amherst, N.H. 03031 U.S.A.
FAX# 1-603-886-9051
Telex 650-288-7627
AppleLink D0443
(603) 886-9050
9am to 5pm
(l!aslem Time)

White Pine Software: The Leader
In DEC/Apple Connectivity
White Pine Software was founded in 1984 by experts in system and
application software dealing with communications and graphics on
DEC and Apple computers. The company works closely with Digital
Equipment Corporation and Apple Computer to insure full support of
new computers, peripherals, and software. White Pine Software offers a
complete line of DEC terminal emulation products, graphic conversion
software and fi le transfer products. If you are not completely satisfied
with any White Pine Software product, we offer a 30 day money back
policy. Please consult your dealer for full details.

WHITE PINE SOF7WARE

94 Route lOlA, P.O. Box ll08, Amherst, NH 03031 (603) 886-9050

